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The (Pre-)History of Medical 
Physics
(we’re older than you believe)
Warning:  This presentation contains multiple images of dead physicists.
Viewer discretion is advised.
Often things go back earlier than we think!
Recently found in the 
pocket of a geek in 
Switzerland
Recently found in a cave in
Switzerland
Where these the first medical physicists?
Pierre and Marie Curie in their lab
Or this guy?
Henri Bequerel (Curies’ mentor)
Early isotope radiograph (1896)
Or perhaps Roentgen (1895)?
Or the real discoverer of x-rays (1857)?
Or the real discoverer of x-rays (1857)?
Claude Felix Abel Niepce de Saint-Victor
You MUST read this book!
How many can you 
name?
Borelli    Pelletan Fick
Draper       Bird      Halle
How many can you 
name?
Where it all began - Padua
The first medical physicist?
Sanctorius
(1561 – 1636)
(actually, he was a medic)





“I undertook this work    …  to enlist anatomy into 








• Kidney and liver function




• Purpose of 
breathing was to 
bring air into the 
lungs so that air 








































“physics applied to the 
knowledge of the human 
body, to its preservation, 
and to the cure of its 
illnesses”









Professor of Medical Physics











Author of physics text intended for medical students
Inventor of the smokeless stove
Medical Physics Teaching in UK
1798 Wilkinson gives (optional) lectures in physics 
to students at St Bart’s (discontinued)
1834 Thomas Griffiths appointed by St Bart’s as a 
“natural philosophy” lecturer
1860 Physics lectures compulsory for medical 
students
1876 Edith Stoney – first woman lecturer in physics 
in a medical school
Golding Bird
(1814 – 1854)





















What about the USA?
1760s – 1780 Natural and experimental philosophy taught 
to medical students in Philadelphia
1785 - 1819  Natural philosophy lectures at Columbia
1810 – 1811 Medical school option in Pennsylvania
Then it all stopped for years ………
Until 1880s
Realisation that medical training 
was inadequate
Requirement in some states for 
those entering medical school to 
have knowledge of elementary 
physics
1885 Draper publishes first 
American book on medical physics




… and the rest is medical physics history.
